Group Roles and Responsibilities Form

Names of Group Members: __________________________________________________________

**Directions:** Now that you have shared your research with each other, it is time to prepare your presentation for the President. Your group has limited time to complete the presentation (remember, American lives are in danger and time means everything!), so you will need to divide up the tasks that need to be completed today in order to be prepared for tomorrow’s presentation. Keep in mind that some tasks are easier than others, some tasks require more than one person, and everyone will want at least one task that they feel comfortable with!

You have 5 minutes to divide up the following tasks between yourselves equally. Remember, part of your presentation grade is based on everyone in the group sharing an equal part.

___________ Who will be responsible for creating the visual representation that shows why Americans were taken hostage in Iran?

___________ Who will check the spelling on the visual representation?

___________ Who will create a list of recommendations to help the President achieve better relations between the U.S. and Iran? (And, of course, recommendations on how to return the hostages to the U.S.)

___________ Who will check the spelling on the list of recommendations?

___________ Who will check the list of recommendations to make sure that they are realistic and help the U.S. to avoid mistakes in returning the hostages to the U.S.?

___________ Who will help any group members that have questions or need extra assistance?

**ALL GROUP MEMBERS** Who will present the visual representation and list of recommendations?